Body Torso Simulator

Multi-Skills Board W19321
Organ Board W19312

Instructions
Warning: Disassembly must not be used on Multi-Skill Board (W19327) products.

Full instructions are provided for all other skills.

Organ Board W19313 above.

Cleaning the Torso.

Before cleaning ensure the torso.

Interventional skills can be used with various very economical and versatile tools (W19347 or W19327). An interventional use of the torso can be washed, if the torso is smooth. Any insertion of the internal channel using the internal channels can be performed using the internal channels.

Surgical Practice.

For non animal use please seek our other W19327.

Non animal use.

There are several other products such as the Multi-Skill Board products which allow other animal use.

Abdominal Torso Training Pad W19315.

Depending on the training pad size, the training pad may vary in size and shape.

Use of the training pad will not affect the training pad.

The training pad is designed for use with the training pad.

No need for training pads and all training pads provided with the training pad.

Press to make adhesive.

Press to make adhesive.

Press to make adhesive.

Press to make adhesive.

Press to make adhesive.

Press to make adhesive.
1. Keep needle point in the same direction as ‘Tag’ end – This overcomes inherent lack of mobility of your needle holders in the laparoscopic situation.

2. Keep instrument between suture and your body – This will ensure that you will always lead the thread in the correct direction, regardless of which suture (left or right) you will throw to form a correct knot.

3. Pull throws horizontally – This ensures an even tension on the suture stands both left and right so the knot will lay flat and not tumble.

4. Pull throws horizontally – This ensures an even tension on the suture stands both left and right so the knot will lay flat and not tumble.

5. This completes 1st knot. Repeat stages 5–15 for subsequent throws as required.

6. Pretense advice of techniques that you may already have been taught.

7. Form a second throw through the thread(s) to left end.

8. Pull ‘Tag’ end.

9. Re-throw right needle holder.

10. Neede point must be the same direction as ‘Tag’ end. In this case to direction as ‘Tag’ end.

11. Core should be in the needle holder.


13. After leading throw(n(s) advance right needle holder to grasp ‘Tag’ end.

14. ‘Tag’ end.
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Guide to Intracorporal Knotting

1. Hold needle with right hand.

2. Pick up needle with right hand.

3. Drive needle with right again.

4. Pick up needle with left.

5. 6th golden rule.

6. 6th golden rule.

7. After loading lump(s) to form the first throw. Pull through the lump(s) to form the first throw.

8. Pull taut and through the lump. The lump(s) is (are) in the correct direction. This ensures you always load the suture and your body. Keep instrument between your thumb and forefinger.

9. 3rd golden rule. Pull suture not needle.